
Flowers  for Algernon 

—Group Work  #1  Questions   

1. What details in the opening paragraph help you to make inferences about Charlie’s situation? 

2. What elements tell you the story is told from the first person point of view?  Pg. 114 

3. What type of test do the doctors give Charlie?  Pg. 114 

4. What does Charlie’s failure to understand the tests reveal about his personality and abilities? 

5. What does the first-person point of view show about Charlie’s experience with the doctors (pg. 

114-115) 

6. What makes Charlie excited on March 8? 

7. What inferences show the way Dr. Strauss feels about Charlie? Pg.116 

8. Why does Charlie want to beat Algernon? Pg. 117 

9. Point of view:  What feelings does the point of view reveal? (pg. 117 PG5 2nd par) 

10. Why does Charlie want to beat Algernon in the race? (PG7-Mar 19) 

11. Which words in PG Progress Report 7 indicate Charlie’s state of mind after the operation? 

12. What do Charlie’s friends mean when they say “pulled a Charlie Gordon? 

13. What does Dr. Strauss give to Charlie? (what do you think it does?)  Mar28 

Group Work #2 Questions 

1. From Charlie’s description of the TV what do you think the device is does? (April 3) 

2. Point of View:  

3. What changes if any, can you see in Charlie’s level of thought so far.  Explain. (April 3) 

4. What happens at the party to make people laugh? (April 3) 

5. Literary Analysis: What do you learn about Charlie in this paragraph that you might not know if 

it were written in the third person? (April 10) 

6. What can you infer about Miss Kinninan’s personality, based on this entry. (April 18)? 

7. What type of things is Charlie learning from Miss Kinnian? 

8. Making Inferences:  What details in the April 18 entry show that Charlie’s level of thought has 

increased? 

9. Is Joe a true friend to Charlie? Explain . 

10. How does the use of 1st person point of view help you to sympathize with Charlie? (last two 

paragraphs of April 20). 

 

Group Work #3 

1. Progress Report April 20- Think of this situation from Joe’s point of view.  How would his 

reaction to this episode be different than Charlie’s. 

2. Report11, April 21:  How does Charlie respond to his early journal entries? 

3. Make Inference:  How does Charlie’s description of the doctor’s argument show he not thinks 

more complex thoughts?  Pg. 125 

4. Point of view:  How does the first-person point of view help you keep track of Charlie’s 

development? Page 126 

5. What surprises Charlie now about the Rorschach test? 

6. April 25 & 26:  Why  do Charlie’s coworkers behave differently toward him? 



7. Point of View:  Compare April 27 to the Progress report #3, March 7, which words and phrases 

show Charlie has changed? 

8. How are Charlie’s feelings toward Miss Kinnian changing? 

9. At the end of April 28, what details reveal that Charlie has increased intelligence? (ANALYZE) 

10. Inference:  Why do you think Charlie’s co-workers signed the petition to have him fired? 

11. Inference:  What comparison is Fanny making between Charlie and Eve? 

12. Why is Charlie fired from his job? 

13. Point of view:  What details here show you Charlie’s increased intelligence? ( 2 paragraphs: 

pg.129 starting bottom paragraph “Contrary to my earlier impression….” & pg. 130 finish 

paragraph and the following paragraph.) 

14. May 18 entry:  How would this entry be different if told from point of view? 

15. What Makes Charlie angry with Miss Kinnian? 

 

Group Work #4 

1. How does Charlie now see himself? ( May 20- 8th last paragraph on pg. 131 and  1st 

paragraph on pg. 132.) 

2. What has Charlie learned about himself?  Pg. 132 

3. What new line of work does Charlie want to pursue? 

4. Why is everyone upset at the changes in Algernon? 

5. Inferences: What aspects of this letter show that Charlie is as smart as the doctors? (June 

4) 

6. What does Charlie learn through his research? 

7. How does the point of view make the changes Charlie is experiencing more dramatic?      

(June 10) 

8. What are some signs that Charlie’s mental state is rapidly reversing? 

9. How does Charlie probably feel about not being able to read German?  Why? 

10. Why would Charlie be reluctant to go back to his job? 

11. What does Charlie’s style of writing reveal?  (July 10) 

12. How does the first-person point of view help you understand Charlie’s experience? ( July 

10-July 24) 

13. How does the doctor anger Charlie? (July 24) 

14. How has Charlie’s view of the co-workers changed? 

15. What thoughts and emotions drive Charlie to leave New York? 

16. Based on his writing do you think Charlie will be able to regain his intelligence? 


